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Game Plot
Welcome to Human Race Capital, where 

the  future of gaming meets the innovative 

world of  blockchain technology!

Dive into a captivating simulation experience 

akin  to Sims, but with a groundbreaking 

twist. In this  dynamic game driven by the 

in-game currency  HRC token and powered 

by NFTs (Non-Fungible  Tokens), immerse 

yourself in a universe where  each character 

is uniquely crafted and guided by  advanced 

AI. Shape your character's destiny,  design 

their personality, and witness their growth  

in a vibrant digital society.

Engage in a bustling economy, own rare NFT  

assets, and forge your path in this 

revolutionary  crypto game. Join us in Human 

Race Capital and  unleash your imagination in 

a world where your  character's story is 

driven by limitless possibilities  and AI-driven 

autonomy.
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In-Game Economy

Marketplace

Players can buy and sell items on the in-

game  marketplace using HRC tokens. The 

marketplace is a  decentralized platform that 

allows players to trade  items without 

intermediaries.

Currency

The in-game currency is called HRC tokens.

Players can earn HRC tokens by completing

quests, participating in challenges, and

selling items on the marketplace.
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Unique Features

Customization

Human Race Capital allows players to fully  

customize their avatars with unique 

accessories,  clothing items, upgrades, and 

designs.

NFTs

The game utilizes non-fungible tokens 

(NFTs)  for ownership of in-game 

assets, allowing for  true ownership and 

transferability inside the  game.
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Phase 1: Foundation

• The Idea Was Born

• Storyline Development

• Tokenomics and Smart Contracts

• Concept Art and Design

Road Map

Phase 3: Pre-Launch Marketing

• Marketing Materials Production with Token  

Highlights

• Demo Releases with Token Emphasis

• Community Building with Token Involvement

Phase 4: Official Launch with Token Features

• Global Launch with Token Integration

• Post-Launch Support with Continued Token Focus

Phase 2: Gameplay Developement

• Gameplay Developement and Testing

• Expanded Environments with Token Integration

• LiberateCoin Economy Refinement
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Tokenomics

Human Race Capital: Where real world meets blockchain, has a unique tokenomics 

system that incentivizes players to  participate in the game and hold onto their 

tokens. The game's native token- HRC, is an ERC-20 token built on the  Ethereum 

blockchain.

Token Distribution

The total supply of HRC tokens is 1,000, 000, with 10% of the tokens allocated for the 

seed round at the price of $0.02

and 60% of the tokens allocated for public sale. The remaining tokens will be 

distributed as follows:

5% Team and Advisors

15%Marketing and partnerships

10% Staking

Token Utility

HRC tokens have several uses within the game. They can be used to:

• Participate in in-game events and competitions

• Purchase exclusive in-game items and upgrades

•Stake in liquidity pools to earn rewards
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Marketing Strategy
Social Media

We will leverage social media platforms 

such as  Twitter, Telegram and Discord to 

build a community  around the game. We 

will share updates, teasers,  and behind-

the- scenes content to keep our  followers 

engaged.

Influencer Marketing

We will partner with influencers in the 

gaming and  crypto communities to 

promote the game and  reach a wider 

audience. These influencers will  receive 

early access to the game and exclusive in-  

game rewards to incentivize them to 

promote the  game to their followers.

Events

We will attend gaming and crypto events 

to  showcase the game and connect with 

potential  players and investors. We will 

also host our own  events, such as game 

tournaments and meetups,  to build a 

stronger community around the game.
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Find Out More About Us at

www.humanrace.capital

For Business Inquiries and Cooperation: 

info@humanrace.capital 

marketing@humanrace.capital
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